Hebe Schecter

Hebe Schecter is the COO of Kaltex North America and President and CEO of Kaltex America. Mrs. Schecter is also a member of the Boards of Directors of Revman and Kaltex America. Kaltex North America is owned by Grupo Kaltex, one of the largest textile manufacturing companies in the world, headquartered in Mexico City.

Hebe graduated from Universidad Nacional de Lomas de Zamora in Argentina with a master’s degree in accounting. Following several years in public accounting, she began working for Kaltex America in New York in 1994. Hebe initially worked in the accounting department, and later on took responsibility for finance and operations, and became involved in all the divisions of the Grupo Organization: Yarn, Fabrics, Apparel, Home and most recently Carbon Fiber.

Following the acquisition of Revman International in 2003, Mrs. Schecter became the company's Chief Financial Officer. She was instrumental in implementing a turnaround in the company's finance and operations which restored the company’s profitability. Mrs. Schecter was promoted to President of Kaltex America in January 2015.

Mrs. Schecter has overall responsibility for all the financial, accounting, taxation, inventory control, compliance administration, technology and human resource departments for all the US divisions of Grupo Kaltex (Fabric, Apparel, Carbon Fiber and Home Textiles). As head of Kaltex America, her goal is to deepen the presence of Kaltex in different end user markets.

She lives in Ridgewood, NJ with her husband and teenage daughter. Her middle child attends Indiana University and her oldest son, a recent graduate of Indiana University, works in Manhattan.